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Abstract
We present segmentation and tracking of deformable objects using non-linear on-line
learning of high-level shape information in the form of a level set function. The emphasis
is for successful tracking of objects that undergo smooth arbitrary deformations, but
without the a priori learning of shape constraints. The high-level shape information
is learnt on-line by defining a memory of object samples in a high-dimensional shape
space. These shape samples are then used as weights via a locally defined shape space
kernel function to define a template against which potential future shapes of the tracked
object can be compared. Results for the successful tracking of a range of deformable
motions are presented.
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Introduction

Robust tracking of the contour of a moving object is made complex by numerous factors,
such as the possibility of poor image contrast, arbitrary deformations e.g. for articulated
objects, and 2D silhouette representations of 3D objects. To deal with such difficulties,
object contour tracking is often assisted with the use of a priori learnt information, such as
the shape of the object being tracked, which can reduce potential ambiguities and provide
realistic object contour hypotheses. However, shape learning is inherently a pre-processing
stage which is usually cantankerous, requiring supervised and often manual preparation.
An ideal medium for shape modelling is the active contour model which has been extensively investigated in conjunction with prior shape knowledge since at least [1, 2]. These
spline based approaches are limited by topological constraints unlike level set based active
contour approaches, e.g. [16]. PCA is often used in these techniques to compress and summarise the important components of a set of characteristic level sets [16, 23] or control points
modelled using Active Shape Modelling [4].
These approaches typically assume the shape space (or some other representation) can
be conveniently represented by a multivariate Gaussian density. This is often not a realistic
assumption, particularly for shapes representative of 2D image based projections (i.e. silhouettes) of (articulated) 3D objects. In [7, 22], shape spaces were modelled non-linearly using
Gaussian kernels, and e.g. in [8, 9], followed by extensive non-linear modelling of shape
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Figure 1: Tracking results obtained for a moving observer where many frames possess similar shapes to those in other frames.
priors. The non-linear shape space can be modelled linearly when considering a dynamical
model of the shape sequences as shown by [5]. Simpler models that do not impose sequential
dependence may however allow for more diverse shape configurations, e.g. [22].
Many prior shape based tracking methods have been demonstrated to be quite robust,
providing accurate outlines of the shape of the object being tracked rather than, e.g. a box
around the object, see e.g. [5, 9, 21] and cf. e.g. [12, 14]. However, preparation of extensive prior shape knowledge is not always convenient and even cumbersome. Furthermore,
many methods can encounter difficulties if the tracked object is protean and can not be easily approximated by the current reduced dimensional shape space - a realistic prospect for
articulated objects and their 2D image projections. Two promising alternatives are available,
Yilmaz et al. [25] proposed a tracking method that adapts to previously unseen shapes, but
only utilised shape information when an occlusion was detected. Yezzi and Soatto [24] described a framework that used a moving average of the shape information without reference
to shapes seen in much earlier frames that may otherwise have provided useful information
for much later frames. The work described here also provides an extensive framework for
tracking of shapes in video data but it places much more emphasis on past shape modelling
defined and learnt on-line, simultaneous to the tracking process.
We are interested in segmentation and tracking using high-level shape information, particularly for objects that undergo arbitrary and smooth deformations (as illustrated in Fig. 1),
but without the a priori learning of shape constraints. We introduce a shape based level set
active contour framework that learns shape information on-line, simultaneously combining
the newly learnt shape information into a probabilistic non-linear shape space via a localising
kernel function. The approach described here requires, for the first frame, a broadly defined
object outline and then object tracking is able to commence. Alternatively, the framework
could be initialised via a bootstrap approach which detects foreground objects with independent motions from the dominant background, e.g. using the approach in [13].
The proposed method is described in detail in Section 2. The framework is assessed both
qualitatively and quantitatively in Section 3. Conclusions then follow in Section 4.

2

Methodology

The model proposed here comprises three main parts: photometric image model, shape
model, and implicit contour position re-estimation. Section 2.1 describes the main components of the overall probabilistic estimation process and includes a description of the pixel
level, probabilistic, photometric model. This image model can be considered as performing
model based photometric competition because the two image regions, foreground and background, are both represented by probabilistic models that are combined with the currently
estimated photometric information to compete against each other. The model of the fore-
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ground region shape is described in Section 2.2 where a probabilistic shape space is used
to model the distribution of learnt tracked object shapes which are locally weighted via a
kernel function in order to derive shape templates for future shape hypotheses during tracking. Section 2.3 then describes how, for every new frame, the position of the contour is
estimated from the available photometric information using the optical flow constraint along
the implicitly defined object boundary, weighted by confidence terms. This allows the active
contour evolution to be initialised close to the true object boundary with the start of every
new frame. Section 2.4 summarises the gradient descent level set based optimisation process.

2.1

Image model

Let Ixj : R2 × R+ → Rn be an n dimensional image intensity at pixel x ∈ R2 in image frame
j ∈ R+ where e.g. n = 3 for RGB colour images. Also, let a corresponding mask (for each
image frame j) consist of foreground F j = {x|fxj } and background B j = {x|bxj } pixels only,
with Ω = F j ∪ B j the set of pixels in the image space and fxj ∈ {0, 1}, bxj = 1 − fxj binary
foreground and background labels, respectively. The foreground and background regions
define a partition of the image space q j = {F j , B j }. Furthermore, a high-level description
of shape g(F j , B j ) is also considered here which is synonymous to the image space partition
and is explained later in Section 2.2 where we consider the shape contribution to the model.
Considering all image frames j up to a current frame i, i.e. ∀ j, j = 0...i then we can use
the Bayes theorem to calculate a conditional probability density p(Q|I) for a set of image
partitions Q given a set of image intensities I,
 p(I, Q)
p Q = {q j |∀ j, j = 0...i}|I = {I j |∀ j, j = 0...i} =
,
p(I)

(1)

where p(I) is the marginal data probability density which is not dependent on the image partition information and can therefore be ignored for the purposes of optimisation. p(I, Q) is a
joint probability density which is expanded with the assumption of a Markov first order dependence of the image data, thus p(Q|I) ∝ p(Qi−1 |qi )p(qi )p(I 0 |q0 ) ∏ij=1 p(I j |q j , I j−1 , q j−1 ).
p(I 0 |q0 ) is the initial frame’s data likelihood term, p(qi ) is the prior probability density of
the current frame partition, and p(Qi−1 |qi ) is the probability density of all image partitions,
except the current frame, i.e. Qi−1 = {q j | j = 0...i − 1}, given the current frame partition
qi . The partition estimates are treated as random variables and the past partition estimates
are conditioned on the present indicating the potential for re-estimation, although this is not
used here. Note that future estimates are not part of the formulation, which would otherwise produce a problematic formulation. The terms p(Qi−1 |qi ) and p(qi ) relate to shape and
contour labelling smoothness respectively. The data likelihood term p(I j |q j , I j−1 , q j−1 ) can
then be divided into foreground and background terms (assuming conditional independent
pixel intensities via the partition terms), hence (1) becomes
i

p(Q|I) ∝ p(Qi−1 |qi )p(qi )p(I 0 |q0 ) ∏

h

∏

j

j

j bx
pF (Ixj |q j , mFj )fx pB (Ixj |q j , mB
)

i

(2)

j=1 ∀x∈Ω

j
j−1 j−1
where mFj = {IFj−1 , q j−1 } and mB
= {IB
, q } and the powers fxj and bxj act as mutually
exclusive switches between the foreground and background. pF (.) and pB (.) in (2) thus
j
correspond to two different PDFs for the foreground IFj = {Ix |x ∈ F j } and background IB
=
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{Ix |x ∈ B j } image intensities respectively. The initial frame’s data likelihood can also be
similarly expanded, however, to save space the non-expanded form will be retained.
A smooth labelling and a smooth boundary (defined as synonymous to each other here)
separating the foreground and background regions are desirable properties of an image space
partition for object tracking and segmentation applications. These properties can be achieved
by minimising the length of the boundary of the partition qi . Therefore p(qi ) , p(L) ∝
exp (−λκ L) where λκ is an exponential rate parameter and L is the length of the contour
defining the partition (cf. [6]). Substituting this term into (2) gives
i

p(Q|I) ∝ p(Qi−1 |qi )p(L)p(I 0 |q0 ) ∏

∏

model based photometric competition
}|
zh
i{
j fxj
j bxj
j j
j j
pF (Ix |q , mF ) pB (Ix |q , mB )
.

(3)

j=1 ∀x∈Ω

The foreground and background terms in this model work in competition with each other
as indicated. Foreground/background competition is the basis of many active contour techniques, e.g. see [19, 27]. However, the photometric components used here are first order
Markovian, i.e. they remember photometric information from the preceding frame via mFj
j
and mB
. We now define the form of the shape model represented in (3) using p(Qi−1 |qi ).

2.2

Shape model

The primary focus of the work here is that each image partition q j is equivalent to a term
describing the shape of the object i.e. S j = g(F j , B j ). We use the distribution p(Qi−1 |qi )
in (3) to model this shape information. We therefore now describe an approach to on-line
estimation of a template shape that can be used for comparison with the currently evolving
shape. Shapes from all previous frames similar to the object shape in the preceding frame
are used to derive the template via a shape space kernel function. This template shape has
useful properties in that it represents the important components of the shape we are tracking
and may contain elements of the tracked shape from potential future frames and past frames.
We consider the level set φ j , S j as the primary representation of shape information in
our model. φ j enables important geometric information to be conveniently incorporated into
the modelling process and it can be considered synonymous to the image partition q j where
pixel level labelling information is fully encapsulated by the level set representation. This
can be seen from the properties of the level set which include: φxjc = 0 on the coterminous
foreground and background regions for contour points xc and φxj = ± min |x−xc |∀xc |φxjc = 0,
i.e. the contour point with minimum Euclidean distance, see e.g. [18]. Also (here in this
work) φxj ≤ 0 for x ∈ F j and φxj > 0 for x ∈ B j .
The shape φ i of the tracked object at the current frame can be controlled via comparisons
with a set of shapes Φi−1 from a dynamically built space of good shape hypotheses from
previous frames. The comparison of φ i with Φi−1 should be invariant to translation tis , scale
sis and rotation Ris to enable meaningful comparison resulting in a normalised shape space Ωs
representation. Thus, Φi−1 and φ i have equivalent shape space forms given by Θix−1 = Φi−1
i−1
as

(x)

and θxi = φai i (x) ∀ x where
s

ais (x) = sis Ris x + tis

(4)
ais (x)

is the similarity transformation from image space x ∈ Ω to shape space
∈ Ωs for the
object shape in frame i. Shape comparisons also have to be in the current image space
requiring the inverse transformation of (4), i.e. ais̀ (x) = sis̀ Ris̀ x + tis̀ where ais̀ (x) ∈ Ω.
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As the shape information is learnt on-line, without supervision, the resulting estimated
shapes will not be perfect representations and can be considered to be inherently noisy. Thus,
we define a probabilistic shape space with probability distribution pm (θ i−1 |Θi−1 ) that represents the distribution of the learnt noisy shapes over the normalised shape space Θi−1 =
{θ j |0 ≤ j ≤ i − 1} consisting of shapes up to the current frame. We can then define a locally
weighted shape space expectation Θ̄i−1 to provide a best estimate over the shape distribution
pm (θ i−1 |Θi−1 ) (which acts as a prior) and a local weighting distribution pw (θ |θ i−1 ) (acting
as a local shape space kernel). This best estimate can then be used to compare the currently
evolving shape rather than a global mean or one based on assumptions on the linearity of
the shape space or even one based on local integrity. The local weighting is given here by a
Gaussian distribution pw (θ |θ i−1 ) centred on the previous frame’s object shape θ i−1 , so that
Θ̄i−1 =

Z

θ pm (θ i−1 |Θi−1 ) pw (θ |θ i−1 ) dθ .

(5)

Ω

The normalised shapes θ j for j = 0...i − 1 are considered to be distributed according to
pm (θ i−1 |Θi−1 ), so that the expectation is approximated here via
 j i−1, j 
∑i−1
j=0 θ W
i−1
(6)
Θ̄ =
i−1, j
∑i−1
j=0 W
where previously identified object shapes are θ j for frame j and the local weighting for θ i−1
and θ j frame shapes is Wi−1, j = exp( |Ω1s | ∑x∈Ωs (θ i−1 − θ j )2 ). Each weight is an element in a
weight matrix that encapsulates the similarity of shapes at different frames. This can be seen
by the strong diagonals for the example weight matrices illustrated in the results in Section
3. A simple comparison between φ i and Φi−1 can then be the sum of squared differences in
the current image space:

2
Cs (φ i , Φi−1 ) = ∑ φxi − Φ̄ia−1
,
(7)
i (x)
x∈Ω

s̀

i−1 , and ai (x), defined earlier, transforms the shape space estimate Θ̄i−1
where Φ̄ai−1
i (x) = Θ̄x
s̀
s̀

to a current image space estimate Φ̄ia−1
i (x) . A sum of squared differences calculation implics̀

itly assumes a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, taking the exponential of (7) results in a
Gaussian distribution and considering the partition representation then p(qi |Qi−1 ) can be

used to symbolise the distributional form of (7), hence p(qi |Qi−1 ) ∝ exp −Cs (φ i , Φi−1 ) .
Furthermore, as a Gaussian distribution is symmetric about the mean, then we can define
p(qi |Qi−1 ) , p(Qi−1 |qi ) which is of the form found in (3). Also p(qi |Qi−1 ) = ps (qi |Qi−1 ) is
in a more intuitive form for inference where s is indicative of shape so that (3) can be written
as
"
#
i
i h
j
j
j
j
p(Q|I) ∝ p(L) ∏ ps (qix |Qix−1 )p(Ix0 |q0 ) ∏ pF (Ixj |q j , mF )fx pB (Ixj |q j , mB )bx . (8)
∀x∈Ω

j=1

This probabilistic model now incorporates memory based photometric competition terms, a
spatial smoothness term and a shape based term. The current image frame partition qi is
estimated here using a gradient descent level set based optimisation process, described later
in Section 2.4. Section 2.3 next describes the approach used here to initialise the position of
the contour for each new image frame to assist in the optimisation of (8).
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Implicit contour position re-estimation

We track the moving object in the video data by estimating the optical flow vix (using work
from [17]) along the implicitly defined boundary in our active contour framework xc |φ (xc ) =
0. We assume that there will be errors associated with the estimated position of the object
contour and in the optical flow estimates. We therefore treat the optical flow based tracking
process in a probabilistic manner, taking into account two potential sources of error: (a) a
prior distribution to model the random error associated with the estimated contour location,
modelled here as dependent on the image gradient magnitude, i.e. pv (φxi | |∇Ixi |); and (b) a
systematic error distribution associated with the estimated contour location pc (x|φxi ). The
term pv (φxi | |∇Ixi |) also implicitly models errors associated with the optical flow estimates.
Thus, the pixel mean movement v̄i of the object can be estimated taking into account these
two distributions (via the Law of the Unconscious Statistician)
v̄i =

Z

vix pc (x|φxi )pv (φxi | |∇Ixi |)dx

(9)

Ω

where vix is an optical flow estimate at point x. This estimated mean is then used to update the
i−1
position of the signed distance function for each new image frame φ̂xi = φx+v̄
i−1 . In practise
pc (x|φ i ) is implemented as a binary distribution, i.e. a binary mask in which the mean optical flow estimate is determined on or surrounding the tracked object’s estimated boundary
weighted by the (spatially normalised) image gradient magnitude using pv (φxi | |∇Ixi |).

2.4

Optimisation process

A gradient descent level set based approach is used (see e.g. [3, 20]) to optimise (8) and (4).
The optimisation of (8) is made possible via its variational derivative
!!


pF (Ixj |q j , mFj )
∂ φxi
i
i−1
i
= −2λs φx − Φ̄ai (x) + δ0 (φx ) λκ Kx − ln
(10)
∂t
s̀
pB (Ixj |q j , m j )
B

where λs is a shape term parameter which corresponds to the inverse variance of ps (qi |Qi−1 )
and Kx = −∇ · (∇φx /|∇φx |) is the curvature of the level set at x. The curvature result
follows
p(L) ∝ exp (−λκ L) (in (8)) and using the definition of length defined in [3], i.e. L ,
R
i
|∇H(φ
x )|dx where H(·) is the Heaviside function. In common with many active contour
Ω
techniques, manual parameter adjustment is required to control the relative contribution of
the individual components as well as the similarity alignment weight parameters, although
these latter weights can be kept constant once suitable values have been determined.
The expectation-maximisation algorithm [10] in combination with a Finite Gaussian
Mixture model is used to learn the photometric properties of the foreground and background
regions. Empirical tests have shown that the background region for this learning process is
usually best defined as the set of pixels within a limited distance of the object contour.

3

Experimental Results

We present results including the tracking of arbitrary motions, rigid and deforming, whilst
also showing how critical the shape modelling is when it is switched off during tracking.
We will also show results for cyclic and non-cyclic human motion. Comparative results
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Figure 2: Tracking a ball without (top row) and with shape information (bottom row). It is
successful in the latter despite the busy and often disturbed background where the on-line
shape information eliminates confusion with the background. Data from [26].

are provided against a simple foreground/background competition active contour approach,
similar to parts of [19, 27], except modified to include our implicit contour position reestimation process (Section 2.3) for object tracking.
Tracking arbitrary motions and deformations - Fig. 1 presents a simple well-contrasting
scene of an arbitrarily moving animal, undergoing a variety of motions and deformations for
a moving observer. A relatively close fit is achieved despite the complex shapes.
Rigid shape tracking - In Fig. 2 we present the tracking of a small red ball in a very cluttered
scene. The top row shows exemplar frames using region competition, the spatial smoothness
constraint and the tracking component, but without high level shape modelling or the photometric memory. This experiment therefore concentrates on the photometric information
only based on foreground/background competition. The tracking fails quite quickly and extraneous regions of initially relatively similar photometric properties gradually reduce the
integrity of the foreground model and add to the computational burden. In the bottom row,
the full proposed model is employed.
Cyclic human motions - Results for various human motions can be seen in Fig. 3 i.e.
running, jumping, and walking. Each sequence demonstrates cyclic motions, thus providing significant opportunity to re-use existing information in the shape space from previous
frames. Weight matrices are also shown for each tracking result which clearly illustrate the
cyclic commonality in the shape information across different frames. The forward and backward diagonal structures in the weighting matrices are dependent on the scale of the matrix
and the cyclic changes in shape through which the object undergoes. The weight matrices
in the 2nd and 3rd rows contain strong backward diagonals in comparison to the 1st row
weight matrix. This indicates greater similarity of the object shape within the same cycle,
where shape information is further reused. The 1st row result demonstrates less similarity
for within cycle motions which can be understood from the coarser sampling in relation to
the relatively faster changes in shape.
We performed quantitative performance characterisation to compare our results with
those of the groundtruth provided by [11] obtained via background subtraction. The re2|Ftf ∩Fgt |
sults are shown in Fig. 4(a) using the Dice coefficient: D = |F |+|F
. This quantifies the
gt |
tf
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Figure 3: Tracking results for a variety of different video sequences taken from [11] with corresponding weight matrices. The application of the data in [11] was for activity recognition
and the results obtained here are of sufficient quality to be useful for such an application.
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Figure 4: Dice coefficient performance characterisation of (a) results in rows 1 to 3 of Fig. 3
and two further results not pictorially illustrated here; and (b) results in Fig. 5.
perfect, but they are expected to sufficiently represent the desired characteristics of shape.
Quantitative comparison with the groundtruth data are therefore not expected to indicate perfect segmentations. The Dice coefficient values illustrated in Fig. 4(a) consistently suggest
good agreement with the background subtraction templates.
Multi-phase human motion Inter-frame shape affinity appears to be useful for the on-line
learning of the shape information to augment the tracking process, although high integrity
shape information may not always be available for image sequences consisting of more
ambiguous photometric properties, such as highly textured backgrounds. Nevertheless, the
affinity of the tracked object across frames, and not necessarily sequentially is useful even
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frame i = 10

frame i = 100

frame i = 200

frame i = 230

frame i = 259

Figure 5: Comparative tracking result for person walking with a close-to-complete occlusion: (top row) results using region competition, the spatial smoothness constraint and the
tracking component, but without high level shape modelling or the photometric memory;
(bottom row) results of the proposed method. Data from [15].

in more complicated tracking scenarios. This is demonstrated by the comparative tracking
result in Fig. 5 where the person walks behind a tree, resulting in a close-to-complete occlusion. The top row illustrates a result obtained that does not use shape information which
is not able to track past the tree unlike the full on-line shape tracking approach proposed
here (bottom row). The sequence contains similarity in the shape information between many
frames and tracking of the person is successful despite the occlusion and the highly textured
background. The shape model is able to retain sufficient information regarding the tracked
object despite the photometric properties of the tracked object completely changing for the
respective frames where the occlusion occurs. This is illustrated further by the performance
characterisation in Fig. 4(b) where the Dice coefficient has been used again except here it
is used to quantify the overlap with manually defined groundtruth. The tracking process is
particularly aided here by the use of the optical flow estimates along the implicitly defined
boundary, see (9), where sufficient information is drawn from the non-occluded object region
to enable the shape model to be updated to the relevant position for every frame.

4

Conclusions

A new active contour based tracking framework has been presented. This utilises highlevel shape information that is learnt on-line, adapting to new shape configurations whilst
constraining the evolution of the active contour. Tracking is performed via optical flow estimation along the implicitly defined boundary of the active contour rather than relying on
the extraction of salient points in the image and associating those points with the object
being tracked. Results have shown that the combined framework is able to track objects undergoing complex deformations of shape with small changes in inter-frame object position.
Tracking under close-to-complete occlusion with complex background photometric information has also been demonstrated. The main shortcoming of the method is that it is too slow
for real-time purposes and, similar to many active contour tracking frameworks, successful
tracking is dependent on an empirical selection of parameter values that control the relative
contribution of the different model components.
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